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Reputability LLP specialises in reputation and crisis risk and strategy. We
help leaders to find the widespread, but hidden, behavioural and
organisational risks that lie at the root cause of most reputational
disasters.
These hidden risks are found everywhere in businesses, right up to the
Board, yet they often remain unrecognised and therefore hidden from
view. Unseen, they remain unmanaged and a constant source of danger.
We use our expertise and specially designed tools to identify these hidden
risks. We share our deep and diverse experience with clients to assess
them. The understanding that follows is the starting point for mitigation.	
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SUMMARY
Why do well-respected companies encounter sudden crises
that damage their reputations – sometimes fatally?
New analysis from Reputability shows that the root causes of these crises lie in the
boardroom or in the information flows to and from the Board.

Behavioural and

organisational risks, operating at Board level and below, play a key role. They are the
fundamental drivers of reputational risk.
Classic risk analysis techniques do not find these risks because they were not designed to
find them. Board Performance Evaluation (“BPE”) doesn’t address them either. BPE is a
valuable process, but it is not designed to identify or evaluate this dangerous but
unrecognised family of risks nor to prioritise them according to their potential
consequences.
This is not a matter of best practice. The science of risk analysis has not yet evolved far
enough. That is why few, if any, organisations carry out a systematic analysis of these
potentially catastrophic risks. As a result they lose the opportunity to mitigate them before
they escalate into a crisis.
At Reputability we believe that Boards need a new tool: we have named it the ‘Board
Vulnerability Evaluation’. Externally facilitated, it fits seamlessly into the existing Board
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Performance Review cycle. It will help chairmen and their Boards to:


identify sources of risk within and outside the Board that may impair Board
effectiveness, including risks from inadequate information flows to and from the Board;



analyse the potential consequences of these risks and weaknesses individually, in
combination and in combination with other risks;



prioritise action to mitigate these risks;



set risk appetite, and



gain insights as to the extent to which behavioural and organisational risks elsewhere in
the organisation need investigation.

Board Vulnerability Evaluation will give Boards the opportunity to find, prioritise and where
appropriate deal with these unrecognised but potentially catastrophic risks before they
cause serious harm.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the publication of “Roads to Ruin”, the Cass Business
School report for Airmic, Reputability has carried out a
preliminary analysis of more than 20 additional major crises.
Most, but not all, were in the private sector. Taken with the studies in “Roads to Ruin”, we
have now analysed over 40 crises. We identified the root causes of each crisis, using our
judgment to categorise causes as ‘Major’ or ‘Contributory’.
The range of sectors covered is summarised below.
Sector

Number

Energy/Petrochemical

5

Manufacturing

6

Retail

2

Transport

2

Accounting

1

Banking

12

Insurance

6

Food + Drink

2

Pharmaceutical

1

Public Administration

3

Publishing

1

TOTAL

41

Table 1: Range of organisations included in extended study
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We studied patterns emerging from the entire group. Since almost half the data reflected
crises in banks and other financial institutions (“BOFIs”), we also compared the root causes
of failure in financial institutions with those for non-financial companies.
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THE FINDINGS
The Big Picture
Looking across all types of company, it is clear that five risk factors lay at the root of most
failures.

Figure 1: Root causes of crises. Percentages represent the percentage of studies in which the risk in
question was one of the root causes.

These five risk factors are:


gaps in Board skill-sets and the inability of the Board to influence Executives (88%);



Board inability to engage with important risks such as risks to reputation, licence to
operate and working assumptions (abbreviated to ‘Board risk blindness’ on the figures)
(85%);



defective information flows to and from the Board (59%);
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inadequate leadership on ethos and culture (59%), and



risks associated with organisational complexity (49%)

Figure 2 separates major and contributory causes.

Figure 2: Major and Contributory causes of crises compared

It can be seen that three causes were ‘major’ in over 40% of crises. These are:


Gaps in Board skill-sets and the inability of the Board to influence Executives (54%);



Board inability to engage with important risks such as risks to reputation, licence to
operate and working assumptions (‘Board risk blindness’) (44%), and



Inadequate leadership on ethos and culture (44%).

Figure 2 also illustrates that defective information flows to and from the Board (at 44%),
Board inability to engage with important risks such as risks to reputation, licence to operate
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and working assumptions (41%) and risks associated with organisational complexity (at
39%) were particularly important contributory causes.
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Are Financial companies different?
Our study covered 19 Banks and Other Financial Institutions (“BOFIs”) and 23 non-financial
organisations.

Given the number and distribution of our studies, we also investigated

whether there were differences between the financial sector and non-financial companies.
Figure 3 presents the distribution of major causes, contrasting financial institutions with other
types of organisation.

Figure 3: Major causes; BOFIs and non-BOFIs compared

Three factors were important major causes across all sectors. These are:


gaps in Board skill-sets and the inability of the Board to influence Executives (43%/67%
non-BOFI/BOFI)



Board inability to engage with important risks such as risks to reputation, licence to
operate and working assumptions (‘Board risk blindness’) (43%/44%); and
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inadequate leadership on ethos and culture (35%/56%).

Five risk factors manifested themselves much more strongly in the financial sector than in
the non-financial sector.
The most striking among these was the risk from incentives. In none of the non-financial
cases studied was the risk from incentives rated as a major cause, whereas this risk was
rated a major factor in over 40% of BOFI cases.
Less dramatically, Board skill and NED control, leadership on ethos and culture, charismatic
leaders and deficient information flows were markedly more important as major causes
among BOFIs than among non-financial organisations.

When it came to considering all root causes, the picture changed. As Figure 4 shows, two
risks carried comparable weight across all sectors. These are:


gaps in Board skill-sets and the inability of the Board to influence Executives
(87%/89%);



Board inability to engage with important risks such as risks to reputation, licence to
operate and working assumptions (‘Board risk blindness’) (87%/78%);
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Figure 4: All causes; BOFIs and non-BOFIs compared

Beyond that, risks from incentives and poor information flows to and from the Board figured
much more strongly in the failure of BOFIs when compared to non-BOFIs.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
These findings have important implications for Boards.
Almost all the root cause risks we identified ultimately originate from Boards; and the risks
associated with deficient information flows to and from the Board are likely adversely to
affect Board decision-making.

Decisions made on the basis of deficient information,

particularly when the potential for deficiency is not recognised, are likely to be flawed.
Behavioural and organisational risks lie far beyond the reach of current risk management
teams. They are unfamiliar areas to risk managers; and they emanate from those senior to
risk teams in the corporate hierarchy, making these risk areas both taboo and personally
dangerous to investigate.
Board Performance Evaluation appears not to address these issues.

BPEs typically

consider Board characteristics and performance and assess whether they are effective.
Their aim is to bring inadequacies to light so that they may be addressed.
This is a valuable process. But it is not designed systematically to identify or evaluate the
dangerous but unrecognised risks related to what Boards do and how they work; or to
prioritise action according to their potential consequences. Unidentified, these risks remain
unmanaged and unnecessarily dangerous.
This is why Reputability has concluded that these key risk areas must be addressed.
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As “Roads to Ruin” concluded:
“These … key risk areas … are potentially inherent in all organisations and (...) can
pose an existential threat to any firm, however substantial, which fails to recognise
and manage them. These risk areas are … beyond the reach of traditional risk
analysis and management techniques as they have evolved so far. In our view, they
should be drawn into the risk management process.”
Recognising that these risks emanate from the Board and are thus dangerous areas for risk
managers, ‘Roads to Ruin’ also concluded:
“…these risks will remain unmanaged unless boards – and particularly Chairmen and
NEDs – recognise the need to deal with them.”
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BOARDS NEED A NEW TOOL
We have therefore concluded that Boards need a new tool.
We have named it the ‘Board Vulnerability Evaluation’.
Externally facilitated, it fits seamlessly into the existing
Board performance review cycle.

It will help chairmen and

their Boards to:


identify sources of risk within and outside the Board that may impair Board
effectiveness, including risks from inadequate information flows to and from the Board;



analyse the potential consequences of these risks and weaknesses individually, in
combination and in combination with other risks;



prioritise action to mitigate these risks;



set risk appetite, and



gain insights as to the extent to which behavioural and organisational risks elsewhere in
the organisation need investigation.

It is often an unnecessary tragedy when a respected company fails and the cost can be
catastrophic.

Board Vulnerability Evaluation will give Boards the opportunity to find,

prioritise and where appropriate deal with these unrecognised but potentially catastrophic
risks before they cause serious harm.
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NOTES
“Roads to Ruin” is a Cass Business School report for Airmic. Published in 2011, its authors
were Professor Derek Atkins, Anthony Fitzsimmons, Professor Chris Parsons and Professor
Alan Punter. The analysis section can be downloaded from h t t p : / / t i n y u r l . c o m / c 5 2 l l l 5 .
Professor Derek Atkins and Anthony Fitzsimmons are partners in Reputability LLP.
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